
 
 
 
 

THE COOKIE JAR COMPLOT  
Bio  
 
For 10 years, Gilles and Sven have been writing music together on and off. Most of their 
collective efforts did not leave the rehearsal space or their respective bedroom studios. After a 
vocalist-based project found them making music together again, they were inspired to jump 
ship. 
 
With time, The Cookie Jar Complot has grown out of the bedroom studio and into a way for 
Sven and Gilles to write the songs they had always wanted to write. Their songwriting process is 
a combination of in-person and online collaboration, sending audio files back and forth until 
they are ready to be tested in the rehearsal space. Early on in this collaboration, they steered 
towards focussed, instrumental music.  
 
In April of 2021, The Cookie Jar Complot recorded a series of 4 songs over the course of 3 days 
at Unison Studios, Differdange with veteran producer and acclaimed musician Tom Gatti. This 
EP is The Cookie Jar Complot’s proudest moment so far, it encapsulates the work of years past 
and lends a voice to the maturity the musicians have achieved. 
 
On the 13th of August, the band published their first single “NEO”, which blazed the trail for 
their second release “sweet dreams”. Both are on the opposite ends of what The Cookie Jar 
Complot is— “NEO” a lush, yet groovy anthem, “sweet dreams” brandishing a mathy, grinding 
devil-may-care attitude. Their EP CAVIAR CAPITAL has received a large amount of positive 
feedback from press, radio and blogs all over the world. 
 
The foundation for most The Cookie Jar Complot songs are laid by many other song ideas, voice 
memos and Logic projects that are sent from Sven to Gilles and back. Out of these disparate 
parts, they forge a common vision. 
 
The Cookie Jar Complot played their first show on the 23.08.21 for the Congés Annulés Festival 
at Rotondes, recorded a Rocklab session in October 2021, played a support slot for the Trupa 
Trupa on the 17.02 and is playing Out of the Crowd on the 30.04 this year. They also appeared 
on RTL’s Planet People, where they talked about their growing success and their approach to 
social media, with short comedic skits. The Cookie Jar Complot has also guested on many Radio 
Stations, such as 100,7, RTL, Radio Latina and Radio ARA. 
 
With rapidly increasing streaming numbers, ticket sales and an active community on social 
media, the band is excited for their upcoming releases. 


